Lucid Lightbox

Birttani Display delivers a new light box that is more convenient and Tool Free.
Made with synthetic structured PVC material and bright LED Lighting that is protected
through the side panels. This white frame brings a unique self-locking panel system in
multiple sizes and assembles in multiple fashions. Stock sizes consist of 3’, 5’, 8’ and 10’
with a height reaching a full 8 feet. Additional accessories for this design include
attachments to connect units together, side clasps to hang compartments for literature,
slide on feet for a customized base arrangement and much more.

Step #1

Step #2

Begin setup by starting with the base piece and the
matching side panels that will connect to it. You’ll
find the coordinating shape to each end with the side
panel. Place the connector ends inside the base casing
to lock it in place. Repeat this step on the opposite
side.

Continue to install the next pair of side panels by
matching the shape and color to the appropriate
piece. Be sure to connect the wires inside the panels
as well. This will ensure the lighting is completely
connected to fulfill the frame.

Step #3

Step #4

There are 2 stems on each side of the inner portion of
the frame. Place the rounded rod inside the frame
fitting into the stems on each side. This will help
support the frame in place.

Set the base frame aside to begin the top portion of
the frame. Repeat step 1 by matching the shapes on
the ends of the panels and locking them in place.

Step #5
Lay both top and bottom portions of the frame on the ground. Before connecting the top and bottom frame
together, be sure to that the shapes at the end of the panels match. Connect each side panel to complete the frame
structure. Make sure that any free wires are connected to their pairing wire. This will ensure that all lighting is
properly connected.

Step #6
Before applying your graphic, find the plug insert area along the base side panel. (There will only be one.) This is
where the transformer power box will be plugged into. Apply your graphic one side at a time while laying it flat on
the ground. Repeat this step for the opposite side when applying the graphic. (To prevent dirt or damage, a sheet or
shield for the floor is recommended to be placed under the frame when applying graphics.)

Step #7
Once the graphics have been applied, you are ready to set up your display. Twist the bottom foot 90 degrees one
direction so that it crosses the frame. Repeat this step with the foot next to it until both are at a parallel view. Stand
the frame the two feet to set up properly. Plug in the transformer to the outside panel insert. Finally, plug in the
transformer to an electric outlet to view your Lucid Lightbox.

Lucid by Birttani Display

Attachments and Accessories
made only for
our Lucid Series.

Create your custom
Hanging Unit!

Bring your
custom
panels
together
with
Specialty
Connectors!
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Interior
Connectors
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90°

Exterior
Connectors

Switch
out the
lighting
with no
hassle!

Maximize your
unit by adding
our specialty
attachment to
store your
literature!

